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Hyundai Construction Equipment
SMART Plus Series

❖ SMART Plus Series is manufactured by the 
successful vertical of the global Hyundai 
Construction Equipment network of 
Hyundai Heavy Industries.

❖ The perfect combination of safety, 
comfort, efficiency and durability, SMART 
Plus Series is packed with sheer power to 
perform even the toughest jobs 
effortlessly.



Customer
TARGETING



Contractor from the 
Agriculture, irrigation, 
construction industry, 
mining industry, etc. 

Industry owners, 
Agriculture land owners, 
Owners of construction 

industry, mining 
industry, etc. 



Our
STRATEGY



Our
Strategy

Building excitement
Started the promotion few days 

before the launch where we only 
revealed that something powerful 

is coming from HCE 

Engaging Format
Since video creates a lot of impact 
when it comes to engagement, we 
also included video in few of our 
creative communication and sent out 
the message loud and clear 

Social Media Strategy
Leveraged the follower base on 

social media to communicate every 
feature/USP/benefit during our 

launch campaign
 

Toughest & Powerful 
Since SMART Plus Series needed to 
be positioned as the upgraded 
version of the previous SMART 
series, we made sure that all the 
visuals and communication 
highlighted the same 

Print Ads
With regards to an insight during our research, we 
found a large percentage of the TG was newspaper 
reader and hence, we made print ads a part of our 

communication strategy



Social Media
CHANNELS



Facebook

Communication Channels

Instagram Youtube

Print



PREBUZZ



Ac

Building up to a Reveal

With an objective to create a new identity for SMART plus series, 
we conceptualised all the creative communication in line with 
positioning it as the most powerful and efficient construction 
equipment.  

Here, we revealed minimal details about the SMART Plus Series 
and the communication revolved around creating a buzz and 
getting the TG excited about what's to come. 

We highlighted several aspects through a mix of formats (static + 
Gif) which also made sure that the audience doesn’t get bored, 
where we also created teaser campaign to grab attention and 
build anticipation.  





CLICK TO PLAY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-zVDZoe1Vc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-zVDZoe1Vc&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-zVDZoe1Vc&feature=emb_logo


CLICK TO PLAY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRFDIQGygIA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRFDIQGygIA&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRFDIQGygIA&feature=emb_logo




LAUNCH



Ac

On the day of Launch

We strategized to create actionable launch and post launch 
campaign where we covered every aspect (all the 
benefits/USPs/benefits offered) of SMART Plus Series in a brief 
yet impactful manner. 

Since HCE offers a range of models under SMART Plus Series, it 
made sense to highlight every model separately along with their 
benefit & USPs.  



Ac

Impactful Video Marketing

Since the product comes under automobile industry, it made 
perfect sense to use video marketing as a part of our launch 
strategy. 

The video covered all the models offered under SMART Plus 
Series and gave a touch of powerful launch as needed, which 
drove high engagement and interaction.    



CLICK TO PLAY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqbEMpE-_ZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqbEMpE-_ZI&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqbEMpE-_ZI&feature=emb_logo


Ac

Highlighting the Benefits

The next step in our strategy was to highlight different benefits 
offered by the SMART Plus Series. We covered every aspect of 
the newly launched series with crisp and impactful creatives. 

This made sure that our TG is aware of all the USPs and 
understands the difference between old SMART series and 
upgraded SMART Plus series. 











Ac

Introducing Models

Now that the audience is aware of the SMART Plus Series and 
what it offers, the next strategy was to cover all the models 
under the series separately. 

The idea was to make the TG understand the functional benefits 
of each model and to highlight the special feature one gets with 
the model. 















Ac

Strong and Lasting Impact with
Print Ad

We strategized to reach a large set of audience and create a long 
lasting impact with an ad in Indian Express that has provided us 
with a bigger attention span for the newly launched SMART Plus 
Series.  

With this print ad, we had also leveraged the credibility and 
following of Indian Express and created a far strong impact.   





Key
RESULTS



Rise in 
Engagement

Rise in 
Engagement

Increased Engagement 

Rise in
Engagement

24.53 % 24.4 %

30.12 %



Thank You 


